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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

 

 

High-Speed Boundary-Layer Transition: Study of Stationary Crossflow Using Spectral 

Analysis 

 

 

 

by 

 

 

 

Patrick Joseph McGuire 

 

Master of Science in Engineering Sciences (Mechanical Engineering) 

 

University of California, San Diego, 2014 

 

Professor Sutanu Sarkar, Chair 

 

 

Crossflow instability is primary cause of boundary-layer transition on swept wings 

used in high-speed applications. Delaying the downstream location of transition would 

drastically reduce the viscous drag over the wing surface, and subsequently improves the 

overall aircraft efficiency. By studying the development of  instability growth rates and how 

they interact with the surroundings, researchers can control the crossflow transition location. 

Experiments on the 35° swept-wing model were performed in the NASA Langley 20-Inch 

Supersonic Wind Tunnel with Mach 2.0 flow conditions and 20 μm tall discrete roughness 

elements (DRE) with varying spacing placed along the leading edge. Fluorene was used as 
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the sublimating chemical in the surface flow visualization technique to observe the transition 

front and stationary crossflow vortex patterns in the laminar flow region. Spatial spectral 

decomposition was completed on high-resolution images of sublimating chemical runs using 

a newly developed image processing technique. Streamwise evolution of the vortex track 

wavelengths within the laminar boundary-layer region was observed. The spectral 

information was averaged to produce dominant modes present throughout the laminar region. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

A boundary layer forms when a fluid encounters an object surface, starting at the 

leading edge and increasing in thickness as the fluid moves downstream. The shear stress 

produced within the boundary layer generates skin friction across an object surface, resulting 

in viscous drag. For streamlined objects such as an airfoil, viscous drag due to skin friction 

and pressure drag due to the object shape are the dominant contributors of drag. A study by 

Thibert et al. (1990) attributed viscous drag as approximately 45% of the total drag on an 

aircraft. Aerodynamicists have great interest in minimizing drag over the wings and body of 

an aircraft to improve aircraft efficiency. The implications of minimizing drag determined by 

Sturgeon et al. (1976) include reducing fuel consumption and thus minimizing direct 

operating costs, increased flight ranges for constant payload and payload increase for 

constant range. 

The boundary layer growth rate is proportional to the Reynolds number, a 

dimensionless ratio of inertial forces over viscous forces. The Reynolds number is defined as 

         , where    is the freestream velocity,   is the fluid density,   is the 

characteristic length and   is the dynamic viscosity. It has been empirically shown that the 

properties of the boundary layer change dramatically after developing for some critical 

distance downstream, corresponding to a critical Reynolds number. This change from an 
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orderly, laminar flow to a velocity field with a chaotic, stochastic flow is called laminar-

turbulent transition. 

The process that causes transition from orderly laminar flow to turbulent flow with 

unpredictable instantaneous velocity is not yet fully understood. Hydrodynamic instability is 

an active area of fluid dynamics research that addresses the process by which transition 

occurs. The concept of stability can be described as a system where small disturbances are 

input, and the system will either allow the disturbances to decay (stable) or amplify them 

without bound (unstable). From the perspective of boundary layers, small disturbances are 

introduced into the laminar flow from the external environment and the wall, resulting in 

velocity perturbations. These small perturbations in the fluid can decay and die out – or they 

can grow in amplitude until nonlinear effects take over and transition occurs. Being able to 

influence the location of transition is of great interest to aerodynamicists because laminar 

flow produces less skin friction than their turbulent counterparts. Joslin (1998) states that 

laminar skin friction can be as much as 90% less than turbulent skin friction at the same 

Reynolds number. Laminar flow control (LFC) techniques have been developed since the 

1930s to delay the onset of transition through active or passive methods. Bushnell (2003) 

provides an overview of aeronautical drag reduction techniques. 

In this work, a LFC technique was experimentally investigated on a swept wing 

airfoil. Swept wings are a design feature on high-speed aircraft to minimize wave drag, 

another form of drag that is independent of viscous effects. Wave drag is present at high 

speeds when the compressibility of the fluid is no longer negligible. The geometry of the 

swept wing introduces a spanwise-traveling pressure gradient, from wing root to tip. While 

other instability mechanisms have been attenuated through tedious airfoil design, the 
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spanwise pressure gradient present on swept wings is destabilizing for crossflow instability. 

This instability mechanism generates regularly-spaced, co-rotating vortices, which develop 

downstream and breakdown into turbulence. The spacing between these vortices is 

representative of the naturally most-amplified wavelength – or fastest instability growth rate 

– given the flow and boundary conditions. Controlling this instability is the challenge faced 

by engineers in high-speed LFC. Delaying the onset of transition by maintaining laminar 

flow over a larger section of wing would reduce the overall drag. Such contributions to high-

speed aircraft would assist in making commercialized supersonic flight a more viable option 

in the future. 

Researchers have experimented with discrete roughness elements (DREs) placed at 

regular spanwise intervals across the leading edge of swept wings to introduce a known 

wavelength. This passive approach of drag reduction is most notably seen in the dimples 

covering the surface of golf balls. The dimples passively trigger early transition into 

turbulence, delaying boundary layer separation around the blunt, spherical object and 

subsequently reducing the drag coefficient. In the case of this research, the roughness 

elements are raised off the surface and introduce a known wavelength to compete with the 

naturally most-amplified instability growth rate of the system. It has been experimentally 

shown in the subsonic regime that roughness elements spaced as little as 1/4 and up to 2/3 of 

the naturally most-amplified wavelength will delay the location of boundary layer transition 

on a swept wing (Reibert et al. 1996; Saric and Reed 2003, respectively). Hunt and Saric 

(2011) experimentally outline the affect of DRE height and spacing on swept-wing crossflow 

instability in subsonic flow. Conclusive results using roughness elements in supersonic flow 

to delay transition have yet to be shown. 
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1.1   Thesis Motivation 

 Studying transition on swept wings due to crossflow instability has been an active 

area of research for decades. Due to the nonlinearity of the problem, improved 

approximation techniques in instability growth have greatly aided in understanding 

crossflow. Advances in the complexity and accuracy of computer simulations allow 

researchers to visualize each step of the transition process in great detail, and act as a 

complementary tool for experimentalists. In-flight testing has been conducted by Saric and 

Reed (2002) with infrared thermography to observe temperature distributions on swept wing 

surfaces. The fluid dynamics experienced by aircraft flying through stagnant air can be 

closely replicated in wind tunnels. Flowing air past stationary models and wings provide a 

controlled and repeatable environment where an array of instruments can collect data. 

 Traditional measurement probes include hot-wire anemometry, Stanton tubes and 

flattened Pitot tubes. The diminishing laminar boundary layer thickness with increasing 

Reynolds number limits the usefulness of traditional low-speed measurement techniques. For 

example, for air flowing at Mach 2.0 and a stagnation pressure of 25 psia, at 40 mm from the 

leading edge the boundary layer thickness is 0.3 mm. The physical insertion of a Pitot tube 

into the boundary layer will cause some disturbance. For supersonic flow, the disturbance 

will be propagated upstream, leaving uncertainty in the measurement. Stanton tubes are 

permanently affixed to the object surface, and disturb the flow downstream. The filaments 

used in hot wires are susceptible to breaking if not properly maintained. Additionally, 

collecting hot wire data at numerous streamwise and spanwise locations requires long run 

times and increases the cost associated with operating wind tunnels. 
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Flow visualization techniques are often used in wind tunnels to qualitatively observe 

characteristics of fluid flow through the use of smoke, tufts, oil flows, schlieren photography, 

infrared imaging and liquid crystals. Sublimating chemicals are another flow visualization 

technique traditionally used to determine the boundary layer transition location. The greater 

amount of skin friction found in turbulent boundary layers will melt the chemical away faster 

than the laminar region. When studying crossflow, sublimating chemicals have the additional 

benefit of identifying the regularly-spaced, co-rotating vortices within the laminar boundary 

layer region. Dagenhart and Saric (1999) approximated the vortex wavelength by counting 

the striations visually observed in the chemical and averaging over the spanwise distance. 

The vortices are generated closer together at higher speeds, making it difficult to determine 

wavelengths present. 

 

1.2   Thesis Contribution 

This thesis presents a novel approach for extracting quantitative information about 

the crossflow instability development from sublimating chemical images taken after 

supersonic wind tunnel runs. A data set is formed by applying DREs of varying wavelengths 

along the swept wing leading edge and testing at two leading edge surface roughnesses. 

These wavelengths interact with the natural wavelengths present in the instability, which 

generate a complex signal in the sublimating chemical. The development of the crossflow 

vortices in the laminar flow region are analyzed with high-resolution images. 
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An image processing routine was developed to analyze the laminar region within 

each image to examine the crossflow vortices present in the laminar region. The complex 

signal is broken down into the fundamental wavelength components using spectral analysis. 

This relatively low-cost, computationally modest technique provides information describing 

the vortex track wavelength evolution throughout the laminar boundary layer region, the 

interaction of DREs with natural growth rates, and the dominant wavelengths present. 
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Chapter 2 Background 

 Many of the fundamental concepts in fluid mechanics were discovered decades to 

hundreds of years ago. The equations derived and empirical relations formed are critical 

concepts used to create the most sophisticated aircraft in the world today. 

2.1   Historical Perspective 

 The study of hydrodynamic stability has been an important aspect of fluid mechanics 

for over one hundred years. Early theoretical works accomplished in the late 1800s include 

work by Helmholtz, Kelvin and Rayleigh, names which are now associated with classic 

instability cases. Osborne Reynolds is renowned for his experimental work in 1883, which 

provides a clear perspective on the instability of fluids. Reynolds studied transition of flow 

through a pipe with the use of a flow visualization technique of colored dye. Reynolds was 

able to observe the properties of the fluid paths as the dye travelled downstream. At low fluid 

velocities, the dye remained in a straight line, following the path of a single streamline of the 

fluid. As the velocity increased, Reynolds observed the straight path of the dye begin to 

falter. The dye began to waver, and eventually would become diluted by mixing with the 

surrounding fluid. Vortical curls and eddies were clearly seen in instantaneous realizations of 

the flow. From his experiments, Reynolds was able to visually observe laminar flow, the 
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transitional process, and fully turbulent flow. He correlated his findings to a dimensionless 

ratio known as the Reynolds number         , where   is the pipe diameter and 

      is the kinematic viscosity. 

The Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial forces over viscous forces, and it is used 

as a constraint for empirically determined equations and to estimate transition location. The 

estimated location of transition is called the critical Reynolds number. For internal flows 

such as for round pipes, transition occurs when               . For external flows, 

the characteristic length is defined by downstream distance ( ) instead of the pipe diameter 

and the critical Reynolds number for a flat plate is           . This value can change 

depending on the surface roughness. 

Another important milestone in the field of fluid mechanics was the concept of 

frictional component of drag, or the resistance of forward motion of a projectile due to the 

fluid medium. Drag can also be caused by the imbalance of pressure forces over a body. 

However, pressure calculations can assume that the flow is inviscid, or that friction is 

negligible. Mathematical expressions to describe the velocity and pressure fields of a fluid 

were published by Leonhard Euler in 1757. Starting with mass conservation and Newton’s 

second law, two nonlinear partial differential equations were developed: the inviscid 

continuity and momentum equations. Later, the Euler equations were modified to account for 

friction by Claude-Louis Navier in 1822 and independently by George Stokes in 1845. This 

expression is now known as the Navier-Stokes momentum equation. 

   
   

  
   

   

   
   

  

   
  

    

      
 (2.1) 
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This equation is now used in many applications today for theoretical calculations and 

numerical simulations. At the time, investigators were unable to use this set of equations 

from a practical standpoint. Ludwig Prandtl was able to solve closed-form solutions of this 

equation with his conceptualization of the boundary layer in 1904. Boundary layers are the 

thin, viscosity-dominated regions that naturally occur between freestream fluid flow and an 

interacting surface. Prandtl assumed a no-slip condition of the fluid at the object surface and 

that the fluid outside of the boundary layer was inviscid. From these assumptions he was able 

to provide solutions for the velocity and pressure fields and provide some calculations of 

drag due to skin friction across a flat plate. For his contributions throughout his professional 

career, Prandtl is recognized as “the father of modern aerodynamics.” 

A few notable successors of Prandtl include Theodore von Kármán for his work in 

supersonic airflow and Theodor Meyer for his 1908 research in Prandtl-Meyer expansion 

waves to allow for the proper design of supersonic wind tunnels. Another important 

aerodynamicist was Adolf Busemann, who introduced the concept of swept wing aircraft in 

1935 to reduce wave drag in supersonic flows. 

2.2   Boundary Layers 

As previously stated, a boundary layer is a thin region of fluid moving near the 

surface where viscosity is significant. The Navier-Stokes equations are used to form a closed 

form solution describing the flow within the boundary layer. The boundary conditions 

applied include no-slip at the object surface and the fluid velocity at the outer edge of the 

boundary layer is equal to the freestream fluid velocity. The fourth-order differential 
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equation which governs the stability of nearly parallel viscous flows (including boundary 

layers) is the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. The Rayleigh equation is obtained by assuming the 

inviscid form of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. Rayleigh’s inflection point criterion states 

that a point of inflection in the basic flow velocity profile is necessary for instability 

         . The point of inflection must exist but does not guarantee instability; therefore 

it is a necessary but not sufficient condition for inviscid stability. This is shown through the 

manipulation of the Rayleigh equation. A Swedish meteorologist Fjørtoft showed a stronger 

argument for instability 

 
       

   

   
    (2.2) 

where    is the velocity at the point of inflection. Fjørtoft’s theorem states that the magnitude 

of vorticity of the basic flow must have a maximum in the region of flow and not at the 

boundaries. The derivations and detailed explanation of these cases can be found in Kundu et 

al. (2012). 

2.3   Instability 

 For a comprehensive review of hydrodynamic stability refer to Drazin and Reid 

(2004). The stability of any laminar flow can be analyzed by first solving the governing 

equations of fluid motion for the basic flow. While the basic flow is analogous to the mean 

flow, small perturbations in the fluid arise which may cause instability. The basic flow is 

considered asymptotically stable (in the sense of Liapounov) if the perturbations remain 

small for all time. The total velocity of the equations then becomes a superposition of the 

basic flow and small perturbations. It is assumed that the governing equations can be 
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linearized. This assumption is called linear stability theory (LST), where any products of 

small perturbations are considered negligible. The boundary conditions applicable to the 

problem are similarly solved for, and then linearized. The perturbations are then replaced 

with normal modes, represented by 

                                  (2.3) 

where    denotes the perturbation. The perturbations are often the pressure perturbation   , 

perturbation amplitude    or velocity perturbation        . The amplitude       in this case is 

bounded in the z-direction, and is often eliminated in the algebra to determine the system 

stability. Normal modes represent a resonance of the perturbation with unbounded 

wavenumbers   and   and temporal growth rate  . The normal mode can be rewritten as 

                                              (2.4) 

to emphasize the stationary wavelengths dependent on the wavenumbers   and  . A negative 

temporal growth rate   dictates an exponential decay and a stable system, while a positive 

value of   indicates an unstable system. A value of     implies neutral stability. A 

temporal growth rate with an imaginary component          implies an oscillatory 

mode of stability, or traveling oscillations. The growth rate can be rewritten as      , 

where the normal mode then becomes 

                                                 (2.5) 

and the growth rate contributes to traveling modes. Solving for the growth rate   explicitly 

can determine which parameters affect the system stability. Critical wavelengths based on 

the most amplified growth rate          and dispersion relations can be formed from this 

result. 
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2.3.1   Receptivity 

Receptivity is the process by which external disturbances are transferred into the 

velocity field within the boundary layer. These external presences can exist in the form of 

freestream disturbances or surface roughness. Deyhle and Bippes (1996) have shown that 

stationary crossflow is induced by surface roughness, while traveling crossflow will 

dominate when freestream disturbances are sufficiently large. Traveling growth rates exceed 

their stationary counterparts, requiring low initial amplitudes of freestream disturbances for 

stationary crossflow to prevail. The study of stationary crossflow is most applicable to in-

flight environments, where low turbulence levels are observed. 

As a boundary layer develops from the leading edge of an object, it encounters 

perturbations in the form of freestream disturbances and surface roughness. However, these 

perturbations initially decay for the early stages of boundary layer growth. LST predicts the 

downstream location at which external disturbances begin to constructively influence 

boundary-layer fluctuations. This location is called the neutral stability point, and is 

dependent on the wavelength of the most amplified growth rate. 

2.3.2   Disturbance Growth 

 Linear stability theory predicts the disturbance growth rates using the    method. 

The growth rate    is dependent on the perturbation amplitude   as it evolves downstream 

   

  
         (2.6) 

The linear growth rate is integrated from the neutral point    
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  (2.7) 

where    is the unknown initial perturbation amplitude and   represents the streamwise 

direction. The N-factor is solved by 

 
     

 
          

    

     
  (2.8) 

dictated by the ratio of the initial and final amplitudes of the most amplified wavelength. The 

N-factor growth rate curves for each wavelength are compared to the transition location 

observed in wind tunnel tests. The most amplified wavelength is defined by the largest N-

factor at the location where transition occurs experimentally (refer to Figure 17 and the 

discussion of N-factor results in Chapter 5). The    method is based on LST and does not 

account for receptivity, since the initial disturbance amplitude introduced at the neutral point 

is unknown. Reed and Saric (1996) provide an extensive overview of LST applied to 

boundary layers. 

2.3.3   Nonlinear Interactions 

Linear stability theory provides adequate solutions of many classical problems. As 

the complexity of problems increase, a more robust tool must be used to analyze the flow. 

Boundary layers in general are not parallel, and quasi-parallel estimations will deviate over 

long distances. The normal mode analysis used in LST is no longer valid, as the amplitudes 

      become dependent on other variables. The perturbation can be rewritten as a product of 

a slowly varying shape function           and a rapidly varying wave function          

                                  (2.9) 
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  (2.10) 

 

where c.c. is the complex conjugate and         is the wavenumber. A small parameter 

  is introduced to define the slowly changing variables as      and     . These slowly 

changing variables account for small variations in the streamwise and spanwise directions 

present in nonparallel flows. This nonlinear approach is called parabolized stability equations 

(PSE), where the general solution of the governing equations is a parabolic partial 

differential equation. This allows direct streamwise numerical integration of the growth 

rates. Herbert (1997) provides a detailed review of PSE and its applications in 2D and 3D 

flows. Haynes and Reed (2000) discuss the use of nonlinear PSE applied to swept wings. 

After the exponential disturbance growth predicted by LST, the primary instability 

saturates. For stationary crossflow, mean flow distorted by the vortices persist for long 

distances downstream before becoming unstable to secondary instabilities. Over a relatively 

short distance downstream, the secondary instability quickly grows in amplitude and leads to 

breakdown and turbulence. Turbulence originates at a point, leaving a turbulent wedge 

downstream. This is observed by the jagged transition front characteristic of stationary 

crossflow. White and Saric (2005) conducted a thorough experimental investigation of the 

secondary instability and breakdown of crossflow with extensive hot wire measurements. 

Janke and Balakumar (2000) cover the simulation of high-frequency disturbances in three-

dimensional secondary instabilities. 
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2.3.4   Swept-Wing Flow 

Swept-wing structures undergo boundary-layer transition by four instability 

mechanisms: centrifugal (Görtler), attachment-line, streamwise (Tollmien-Schlichting), and 

crossflow. Appropriate wing design can eliminate Görtler instability growth by avoiding 

concave surfaces, and attachment-line instability can be prevented with proper leading edge 

radii and sweep angles. While maintaining a favorable pressure gradient along the wing can 

delay streamwise instability growth, favorable pressure gradients are destabilizing for 

crossflow instabilities. A comprehensive review of three-dimensional boundary-layer 

instabilities can be found in Reed and Saric (1989). 

2.3.5   Crossflow 

Crossflow instability over a swept-wing originates from the combined effect of 

sweep angle and pressure gradient. The swept leading edge produces a spanwise pressure 

gradient traveling from the wing root to tip. The pressure gradient remains unchanged 

between the external and internal flows, while the velocity profile within a boundary layer 

transitions from the freestream velocity to the no-slip condition at the wall. As a result, the 

velocity profile becomes three-dimensional due to the development of a crossflow 

(spanwise) velocity component. This leads to the curved inviscid streamlines observed in 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Sketch of crossflow vortices over swept wing (Joslin 1998). 

 

The influence of this crossflow velocity component produces an inflection point, a 

known criterion for instability. As the disturbances travel downstream, co-rotating vortex 

structures develop with their axes in the streamwise direction. The spacing between the 

crossflow vortices reflects the critical disturbance wavelength.  

2.4   Turbulence 

Turbulent flow in a boundary layer is the chaotic state following the nonlinear 

interactions and breakdown of laminar flow. The state of turbulence can be expressed by a 

combination of deterministic and stochastic terms. Expressing the key parameters – such as 

velocity – by the average and fluctuating components is called the Reynolds decomposition 

         (2.11) 
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where    is the mean velocity and    is instantaneous velocity fluctuation. These turbulent 

flow parameters can be placed in the governing equations of fluid motion to produce the 

incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) 

   
   
 

  
   

 
   
 

   
   

   

   
 

 

   
  

   
 

   
                 (2.12) 

where the density is constant. The total stress in turbulent flow can be represented by two 

terms: the viscous stress and the Reynolds stress. 

Pope (2009) provides a comprehensive reference for turbulent flows. The turbulent 

boundary layer can be broken down into several critical regions. Closest to the wall, inner 

layer exists for       where the viscous stress dominates and appropriate viscous scales 

are used. The distance from the wall in the viscous sublayer is defined as 

          (2.13) 

valid for        and where          is the friction velocity. An important relation 

within the inner layer is the law of the wall, which states 

          (2.14) 

where         . This is valid for      , where   is the boundary layer thickness. 

Beyond the inner layer is the outer layer, where turbulence-driven shear stress dominates the 

flow. Bordering the two regions is the log-law region, which is defined as 

    
 

 
       (2.15) 

and is valid for       and       . The von Kármán constant   has an empirically 

determined value of   = 0.41, while the constant   is about 5.2. 
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2.4.1   Reynolds Shear Stress 

The addition of the Reynolds stress tensor –       differentiates the RANS equations 

from the Navier-Stokes equations used in laminar flow. However, the Reynolds stress can 

account for the increase in momentum transfer and thus mixing within turbulent flow. 

Kinetic energy enters the turbulent flow from the production terms found in the Reynolds 

stress at the largest scale of motion. The energy is then cascaded down through different 

length scales until it is dissipated through viscous interaction. This encouragement of bulk 

movement between the outer and inner regions is described by bursts and sweeps. Bursts 

eject low velocity fluid away from the wall region, while sweeps involve high velocity fluid 

approaching the wall. These coherent structures result in considerably larger wall shear stress 

than observed in laminar flow. 

2.4.2   Skin Friction 

 Skin friction or viscous friction is the result of shear stress at the object surface. The 

well-defined Blasius solution for laminar flow assumes the skin friction coefficient as 

             . Multiple relations have been established to compare the local Reynolds 

number to the skin friction coefficient    for flow over a flat plate. The most accurate 

equation derived from the inner variables    and    is approximated by 

                       (2.16) 

and is labeled as the “exact” solution seen in Figure 2. It can clearly be seen that for a given 

Reynolds number, the local skin friction coefficient produced in turbulent flow is greater 

than its laminar counterpart. 
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Figure 2: Local skin friction on a smooth flat plate for turbulent flow, showing several 

theories. Reproduced from White (2006). 

 

The skin friction coefficient relates to the wall shear stress by 

 
   

  

 
     

 
(2.17) 

where    is the mean freestream velocity. Once the wall shear stress is known, then the drag 

force due to viscous forces can be calculated by 

          
 

 

 (2.18) 

where   is the spanwise length. 
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2.5   Measurement Devices 

The problem faced by the instability experimentalist in high-speed flows is how to 

accurately measure the transition mechanisms that occur within the boundary layer. 

Conventional methods include the use of Pitot, Preston and Stanton tubes as well as hot-wire 

instruments. The physical size of the measurement probes become a limiting factor when 

studying high-speed flow. 

2.5.1   Pitot-Static Tubes 

Pitot tubes are a common measurement device used to calculate the fluid velocity. By 

decelerating the flow using an impact tube, a stagnation point is formed. This relation can be 

defined by Bernoulli’s equation 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

  
 

 (2.19) 

where    is the stagnation pressure and   is the static pressure. If the static pressure of the 

system is known, the stagnation pressure can be used to directly solve for the velocity at the 

location of the Pitot tube. Pitot-static tubes have two coaxial tubes to measure the stagnation 

pressure    and the static pressure   simultaneously. 

      
    

 
  (2.20) 

Measurements from the Pitot tube assume the flow is inviscid, the probe is parallel to 

the flow, the streamlines themselves are parallel, and no spanwise pressure gradient exists. 

Johnson (1998) lists sources of error for Pitot tubes, including: misalignment, viscosity, 
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shear, turbulence, wall interference, compressibility, vibrations and even the improper 

shaping of the tube nose. 

The application of using Pitot tubes to measure fluid velocity within the boundary 

layer at high-speed flows leads to several obstacles, as discussed in Monaghan (1955). The 

boundary layer has a steep velocity gradient, and the orifice of the Pitot tube will take an 

average of the several streamlines that it intersects. This error can be minimized by reducing 

the diameter of the Pitot tube by using hypodermic tubing and flattening the tip to reduce the 

area of exposure within the velocity gradient. Wall interference becomes significant when 

the Pitot tube is within three tube diameters of the wall; the fluid displaced by the Pitot tube 

interacts with the wall, forming an asymmetric flow.  

2.5.2   Preston/Stanton Tubes 

 Preston tubes are small impact tubes that indirectly measure the average wall shear 

stress. The local shear stress can be integrated over the surface of the body to provide a 

viscous drag estimate. Johnson (1998) describes the methodology behind calibrating a 

Preston tube. The impact tube is placed near the surface in a turbulent flow with known skin 

friction. After accounting for viscous and wall interference effects, the Preston tube can be 

calibrated. The mean velocity values measured correlate to a mean shear stress at the wall, 

which can be used to estimate the skin friction. The Preston tube must fit within the inner 

layer of the flow, where the velocity is determined by viscous scales. In this region, the law 

of the wall          states that the inner layer velocity depends on the wall shear 

stress   . By combining the law of the wall with Bernoulli’s equation seen in the previous 

section 
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  (2.21) 

where the Preston tube diameter   replaces the characteristic length   and   is a universal 

nondimensional function. This relation allows the measured pressure difference to give a 

direct measure of the unknown shear stress at the wall. 

 Stanton claimed that if the impact tube could fit entirely within the viscous sublayer, 

then skin friction could be determined independent of the law of the wall scaling. The 

Stanton tube is a very small, flattened impact tube that shares a wall with the object surface. 

However, the viscous sublayer height quickly diminishes with high-speed flows. 

2.5.3   Hot-Wire Anemometry 

 Anemometry measurements use thin, heated filaments to directly measure velocity 

fluctuations in a fluid. The filament is heated by an electrical current while the fluid being 

measured convectively cools it. As the fluid cools the wire, the electrical resistance of the 

filament material changes. The wire is typically made of platinum or tungsten and is soldered 

between two prongs, with a wire diameter on the order of a micrometer and a length of a 

millimeter. Hot wires are often used to measure gases, while hot films are used in liquids. 

The thin wires have less thermal inertia and thus provide a better frequency response of the 

measured velocity fluctuations. 

There are two main techniques used for hot wire measurements: constant-current 

anemometry (CCA) and constant-temperature anemometry (CTA). CCA implements a 

constant current source through the wire, and the change in resistance is related to the 

velocity of the convective fluid. The temperature-dependent resistivity is approximated by 
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                 (2.22) 

 

where    is the nominal resistance at ambient temperature    and   is a coefficient based on 

the material. CTA maintains a constant temperature (and subsequently a constant resistance) 

by varying the current supply while the hot wire is submerged in the fluid. The variation in 

current relates to the fluid velocity being measured. Empirical relations are used in CCA and 

CTA for determining the fluid velocity. 

 Johnson (1998) discusses some of the limitations of using hot-wire anemometry as a 

means of measuring the flow field. The physical presence of the wire and prongs introduce 

their own perturbations into the flow. The reversing of flows experienced in turbulence can 

fatigue and break the wire. Additionally, the wire may break if it comes in contact with the 

object surface. As the wire approaches the wall, the rate of heat transfer significantly 

increases due to reduced velocity and increased conduction into the object surface. For 

distances     , the effects of wall interference must be corrected. 

2.6   Flow Visualization 

Flow visualization techniques traditionally provide a global picture of airflow for a 

qualitative understanding of the flow behavior. An overview of flow visualization techniques 

implemented for flight research was cataloged by Fisher and Meyer Jr. (1988). Sublimating 

chemicals are commonly used to experimentally identify the location of boundary-layer 

transition front. This is observed by the lasting presence of the chemical in the laminar 

region after the turbulent region has melted away. Johnson (1998) attributes the mechanisms 

dictating a faster sublimation rate in the turbulent boundary layer as momentum transfer and 
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skin friction. As the boundary layer develops at the leading edge of the surface, there is a low 

initial concentration of the chemical. After rapid sublimation, a high concentration of the 

chemical exists within the laminar region. After transition, increased momentum transport 

ventilates the concentrated chemical outside of the boundary layer. This allows for further 

sublimation beyond the transition point. The shear stress at the object surface for turbulent 

flow is relatively greater than the laminar region. This locally increases the surface 

temperature and encourages faster sublimation in the turbulent region. 

Naphthalene (C8H10), a poly-aromatic hydrocarbon once used as a main ingredient in 

mothballs was also commonly used in subsonic flows due to a high vapor pressure. 

However, health studies after prolonged exposure to naphthalene have placed the chemical 

under strict regulations. Fluorene (C13H10) is another poly-aromatic hydrocarbon used in 

transonic and supersonic flows because it has a lower vapor pressure than naphthalene. To 

apply the sublimating chemical to the test surface, it is dissolved in a volatile solvent. 

Pneumatic or airless spray guns are often used to apply the solution directly to the surface 

through a spray drying process. A rough, crystalline texture of the sublimating chemical will 

occur if the atomized solvent does not evaporate after passing through the spray nozzle. 

2.7   Signal Processing 

Covariance is a measure of correlation between two signals. Auto-covariance 

compares a signal      and itself after an arbitrary time shift       . The discrete 

auto-covariance of a finite data set is expressed as 
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 (2.23) 

where   is the number of data points. If the signal has a repeating pattern present, then an 

increase in correlation will be exhibited. The Fourier transform decomposes a signal into an 

infinite sum of sine waves.  

 

   
Figure 3: Graphical representation of signal frequency decomposition. 

 

Euler’s formula relates the time domain to the frequency domain. The discrete Fourier 

transform of the time signal      into the frequency domain is expressed as 

       
 

  
          

 

   

 (2.24) 
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where      is the frequency representation of the time signal and is periodic with period   . 

The frequency is discretized by        . The absolute square value          is known 

as the periodogram of the signal     , a measurement of the contribution of the frequency to 

the signal power. A periodogram is a discrete estimate of the true power spectral density 

(PSD) of a continuous signal. Parseval’s theorem 

               
 

   

       

 

   

 (2.25) 

allows the energy of the signal to be decomposed into energy contributions from different 

frequencies. The auto-spectral density function represents the frequency domain of the 

auto-covariance, 

    
          

      (2.26) 

where the Fourier transform operator is denoted by  . The auto-spectral density function can 

be modified with a weighting function to reduce the signal outside of a window with a 

defined center and width. This is represented by a convolution in the time domain, or 

equivalently as a multiplication in the frequency domain. 

     
          

              (2.27) 

In spectral estimates, the weighting function is referred to as the frequency window. Many 

window shapes are used, but all symmetric to retain periodicity. The example shape defined 

below is a common Hann (or Hanning) window 

      
 

 
      

  

 
  (2.28) 

where the width is defined by  . Additional signal conditioning can be obtained using 

Welch’s method. The overall signal length   is evenly divided into   segments, each with 
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length   . Each segment has a frequency window applied to ensure periodicity, and the 

periodogram for each segment is computed. The modified periodograms are then averaged 

together to reduce the variance of the signal. 

     
     

 

 
    

     

 

   

 (2.29) 

Welch’s method also incorporates overlap between segments. In later sections of the report, 

the term PSD will be used to describe the frequency composition of a signal computed using 

Welch’s method. As discussed here, it is only an estimation of the PSD. The details of this 

section were summarized from Ljung (1999). 
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Chapter 3 Experimental Setup 

3.1   20-Inch Supersonic Wind Tunnel 

Experiments were carried out in the 20-Inch Supersonic Wind Tunnel (SWT) at the 

NASA Langley Research Center in Hampton, VA. Capabilities of this blowdown facility 

include low freestream turbulence levels provided by the settling chamber, long runtimes 

from a compressed air supply source of up to 4,250 psi and optical access with live-Schlieren 

video. As discussed in Dillon et al. (1986), SWT has a unique flexible nozzle assembly 

(Figure 4) which provides Mach numbers of 0.35 to 0.75 and 1.6 to 5.0. The rectangular test 

section is 20 inches high and 18 inches wide. Runs were performed at a stagnation 

temperature    = 110 °F, stagnation pressure    = 25 psia (Rec = 5 x 10
6
), and at a Mach 

number of 2.0. Each experimental run was on the order of 300 seconds. 
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Figure 4: Flexible nozzle assembly upstream of SWT test section, Ma = 2.0 nominal 

setting. 

3.2   35° Swept-Wing Model 

The 35° swept-wing is a biconvex airfoil intended as a risk-reduction model for 

evaluating flows with 0.25 mm boundary-layer thicknesses. The wing model was fabricated 

from heat-treated 17-4 stainless steel. A leading edge of radius 254 μm (0.010 in) and 

streamwise biased surface finish of 0.8 μm (32 μin) define the critical model geometry 

(Figure 5). For the polished leading edge, a spanwise biased surface finish of 0.1 μm (4 μin) 

was achieved for the first 47 mm (1.8 in) from the leading edge. The model was mounted to 

a floor plate in the wind tunnel section. For each sublimating chemical test, 10 coats of 

fluorene dissolved in the hydrofluorocarbon DuPont™ Vertrel
®
 SDG was dispensed through 

a Binks Model 2001 spray gun on the starboard surface of the model. The sublimating 

chemical was sprayed over the leading edge, covering the region where receptivity takes 

place. No difference was found in crossflow vortex patterns during preliminary testing 

between runs where the leading edge was masked or sprayed over with the chemical. 
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Figure 5: 35° swept-wing model, machine finish leading edge.  b) Flexible nozzle assembly 

upstream of SWT test section, Ma = 2.0 nominal setting. 

3.3   Roughness Measurement Devices 

Stylus profilometer contact measurements were taken using a Mitutoyo Surftest 

SJ-410 surface roughness tester, with a 2 μm radius diamond tip and 60° cone angle. The 

profilometer was calibrated using a precision roughness specimen code no. 178-602 with 

   = 2.94 μm and     = 9.4 μm. Each measurement was taken with a cutoff wavelength of 

   = 0.8 mm and a noise filter of    = 0.0025 mm.  

Optical measurements were taken using a FRT MicroProf
®

 100 instrument. This 

measurement system can provide non-destructive, non-contact two-dimensional profiles or 

three-dimensional surface scans with up to 1.0 μm resolution. Plane subtraction was used to 

remove linear trends from the topography height, while higher order polynomial subtraction 

was used for nonlinear surfaces. The topography was scaled using the segmentation function. 

Surface parameters were measured with a cutoff wavelength of    = 0.8 mm using the full 

evaluation length and a noise filter of    = 0.003 mm. For samples with 1 mm lengths, the 

cutoff wavelength used was    = 0.5 mm. 
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3.4   Surface Replication 

The swept-wing model exceeds the weight limit of the optical measurement system 

and could not be measured directly. The unpolished machine finish and the polished swept-

wing model leading edges were captured using a commercially produced silicon rubber-

based compound named RepliSet to duplicate the model surface texture. Detailed in 

Newman et al. (2009), RepliSet is a fast curing two-part product applied directly onto the 

test surface by a hand-operated dispensing gun through a static-mixing nozzle. A backing 

slide was used to apply uniform pressure and capture the silicon rubber. After curing, the 

RepliSet was peeled off the model surface, maintaining the dimensional accuracy of surface 

imperfections down to 0.1 µm. 

3.5   Discrete Roughness Elements 

Discrete roughness elements (DREs) are a form of passive LFC for a given flow 

condition. The boundary-layer conditions create a disturbance environment that selects 

certain crossflow wavelengths, dictating the instability growth rate. DREs introduce a 

stationary disturbance wavelength equal to their spacing, which can either enhance or delay 

transition. Critical dimensions for DREs were developed using boundary-layer stability 

analysis, and specified patterns were manufactured by Cliff Digital as dry rub-on appliqué to 

be used in experiments. The DRE diameters and 20 μm heights were confirmed using 

confocal microscopy and the spacing was verified with a stylus profilometer (Figure 6). 

Tests were conducted without any DREs (baseline), 0.45 mm diameter DREs with 2.0 and 
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1.0 mm spacing as well as 0.3 mm diameter DREs with 1.0, 0.8, 0.75 and 0.6 mm spacing. 

All of the DREs were placed 5 mm downstream from the leading edge of the swept-wing, at 

approximately the neutral point predicted by LST for the model and flow conditions. 

Table 1: DRE Nominal Parameters. 

Height [µm]: 20 

Diameter [µm]: 0.45, 0.3 

Spacing [mm]: 2.0, 1.0, 0.8, 0.75, 0.6 

 

 
Figure 6: Confocal microscopy topography of DRE (1 µm resolution). 

3.6   Photography 

Images were captured using a 12.1-megapixel Nikon D700 digital SLR camera with 

an AF-S NIKKOR 24-120 mm f/4G ED VR upgraded standard to telephoto zoom lens. The 

camera was rigidly mounted between each tunnel run to the wind tunnel structure with a 

single bolt and support beam, as shown in Figure 7. This structure provided consistent 

positioning for all images and vibrational isolation during long exposures with low lighting. 
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To minimize sources of camera motion while an image is taken, a Nikon MC-36 

multi-function remote was utilized for the shutter release. 

 
Figure 7: Aluminum camera mount with remote shutter release. 

3.7   Software 

 The digital images were analyzed using MATLAB
®

, a numerical computing 

environment by The MathWorks, Inc. The code was developed by the thesis author to 

analyze the images on a 64-bit Windows operating system with MATLAB version R2012a 

7.14. The Signal Processing Toolbox™ and Image Processing Toolbox™ are two 

programming language extensions containing algorithms that were used in the code for this 

thesis. Preliminary image processing work was done using ImageJ version 1.47, a 

public-domain software developed at the National Institutes of Health. 
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Chapter 4 Methods for Data 

Analysis 

The present work illustrates how stationary crossflow vortex tracks etched in the 

sublimating chemical can be treated as spatial waveform data. The sublimating chemical run 

results from SWT were captured on 12.1-megapixel digital images and quantitatively 

analyzed using the image processing MATLAB
®

 routine developed in this effort. 

4.1   Image Processing 

The developed routine allows user input to select which portion of the image to 

analyze. The user defines a line segment drawn parallel to the swept-wing leading edge that 

best fits the extent of the sublimating chemical flow region containing the vortex tracks of 

interest. The grayscale intensity values are stored for each pixel along the length of the line 

segment, and the mean value is subtracted to provide a grayscale fluctuation signal (Figure 

8). The spectral density of the discrete grayscale signal is estimated using Welch’s method. 

A Hanning window is used with 50% overlap and a sampling frequency of the inverted 

image-scaling factor (millimeter per pixel). A power spectral density (PSD) is calculated 

from this fast Fourier transform analysis, with the relative amplitudes signifying dominant 

wavelengths within the spatial frequency domain of the line segment. Low amplitude PSD 
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information (PSD < 10) is filtered, and the spectral amplitude is scaled to a maximum value 

of 100 (Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8: Raw pixel data from a single line segment across stationary vortex tracks in the 

sublimating chemical, parallel to the swept-wing leading edge (left). Corresponding PSD 

from flow visualization image showing influence of 2 mm spaced DREs (right). 

 

This process is repeated as the line segment is translated downstream in one-pixel 

increments. The user defines the number of iterations the routine completes. This produces a 

spectral waterfall plot, with the spatial frequency domain logarithmically displayed along the 

horizontal axis (wavelength parallel to the swept-wing leading edge) and downstream 

(streamwise) distance represented vertically. The relative amplitude is shown with color 

intensity. With this plot, information describing the vortex track wavelengths as they evolve 

downstream through the laminar region is obtained. The camera configuration at SWT 

provided 26 iterations of PSD information per millimeter downstream, or 0.0385 millimeters 

per pixel. 

The MATLAB
®

 routine also produces a complementary figure condensing the 

information from the PSD waterfall plot. A normalized PSD plot is produced by averaging 

the PSD line segments over the downstream distance. The normalized PSD plot highlights 

wavelengths with strong presence in the entire region of interest while the PSD waterfall plot 
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provides insight on the details within the region. Examples of the PSD waterfall plots (Figure 

18b – Figure 28b) and normalized PSD plots (Figure 18c – Figure 28c) are shown in the 

results section of the paper. 

 

4.2   Scale Factor 

The scaling factor of an image corresponds to the actual length of an object compared 

to the number of pixels of that length observed in an image. This ratio is dependent on the 

distance between the camera and the object, resulting in a perceived depth of the object 

within the image. If an image of a ruler was observed, a relationship between markings on 

the ruler and the number of pixels across that distance could be determined. There are 

assumptions made, such as the length being measured is flat and object surface is parallel to 

the image plane of the camera. 

For the rigid camera mount setup at SWT, the camera is positioned parallel to the 

side wall of the wind tunnel. The camera is directed toward the swept-wing planform, with 

the image center about 51 mm (2.0 in) from the leading edge. Manual adjustment of the 

camera lens between a standard (24 mm) and telephoto (120 mm) focal length directly 

affects the scale factor of the image. Each image used in this thesis was taken at the 120 mm 

focal length, corresponding to a 5.0x zoom of the image. The viewing angle of the camera 

captures the leading edge as well as the transition location for the experiments presented 

here. 
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 Each image was taken from the same position and focal length, so a single value was 

chosen as the scaling factor for this data set. The scaling factor was determined from 

multiple images with different DRE spacing. As seen in Figure 9 below, a 1D grayscale 

profile can be obtained across a sample of DREs. The yellow coloring of the DREs provides 

a strong contrast against the gray metal surface of the swept wing, corresponding to a plateau 

of higher grayscale values. The spacing between each DRE is provided by the manufacturer, 

and verified with measurement techniques outlined in Section 3.3. The spacing between the 

DREs as a function of pixel distance in the image can be determined by the average spacing 

between the centers of each plateau. 

 

 
Figure 9: 1D profile of pixel intensity across DREs to calculate scaling factor. 

 

 To prevent skewed results to the average spacing between DREs in the image, criteria 

within the code were created to correctly identify each plateau. A threshold pixel intensity of 

150 (based on the color depth of 8 bits per pixel, ranging between 0 and 255) was used to 

isolate the bright yellow of the DREs from the gray background of the swept wing. This also 

provides a binary logic between the DRE plateaus and the background. Several 
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measurements of the DRE diameter in the image provided a minimum width threshold of 5 

pixels for a plateau to qualify as a DRE instead of an anomaly of pixel intensity from the 

background. For the special cases where the line segment drawn either begins or ends on a 

DRE, the code checks the ends of the grayscale profile for values above the pixel intensity 

threshold. If either or both conditions are met, the high pixel values are considered a partial 

DRE and ignored. Each end of the line segment must have low pixel values to avoid skewing 

the average, as depicted in Figure 10. 

 

 
Figure 10: Examples of code recognizing and removing partial DREs from the line 

segment. 

 

 After the line segment has gone through criteria, the code outputs a graphical 

representation of the line segment summarizing the results. Each plateau that was counted as 

a DRE is marked and the center pixel distance is displayed. Additionally, the calculated 

average spacing of the DREs is presented as the scale factor in the upper left-hand corner in 

millimeters per pixel. Figure 11 below has been annotated to highlight multiple false signals 

that were filtered out by the code. The figure allows the end user to visually verify that the 

code has not overlooked any false signals. After multiple runs, the average scale factor used 

in the results was 0.0385 mm/pixel, or about 26 pixels per millimeter. 
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Figure 11: Scale factor determined by average spacing between DREs. 

 

4.3   Leading Edge Detection 

The leading edge of the swept wing provides a physical reference point for analysis. 

The wavelengths that are formed by the crossflow instability are analyzed with their spacing 

parallel to the leading edge. The leading edge is identified as the origin for the coordinate 

system relative to the wing surface. This relative coordinate system            has axes 

normal to the leading edge, parallel to the leading edge (spanwise) and normal to the wing 

surface, respectively. This differs from the global coordinate system of the wind tunnel 

where   is the direction of airflow (streamwise), while   and   are the coordinates 

corresponding to the width and height of the test section, respectively. Each image is taken in 

the    plane of the wind tunnel, and the location of the leading edge within the image is 

required for the coordinate transformation. 
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The rigid camera mount used for this experiment minimizes deviation in physical 

position and orientation between the camera and the swept-wing model. However, the rigid 

camera mount must be removed for each wind tunnel experiment and refastened to the 

structure to capture the test results. Inherent inconsistencies of the rigid camera mount 

placement are observed when examining the location of the swept-wing leading edge on the 

order of a single pixel. 

Previous versions of this code relied on the human user to manually draw the line to 

mark the leading edge. With a resolution of approximately 26 pixels within the image for 

each millimeter along the swept wing, it is improbable that the mouse cursor aligns exactly 

with the leading edge in the image. For high-resolution images, this introduces human error 

in the form of offset and differing slopes of the drawn line compared to the line in the image. 

A false angle in relation to the true leading edge location will skew the wavelengths of the 

crossflow vortices when computed in the spectral analysis. By reducing the subjectivity of 

human input, more consistent leading edges can be defined. 

To identify the leading edge in each image, a MATLAB
®

 code was written to detect 

the characteristic properties the leading edge exhibits in 1D grayscale profiles. Negligible 

image distortion was assumed such that the leading edge can be adequately represented by a 

straight line. Two coordinates were obtained to determine a linear relation between the pixels 

and the leading edge,    and   . The two data points were found on the outer edges of the 

image, to fully capture the information of the leading edge and to simplify subsequent 

calculations. Two 1D grayscale profiles were considered: the top edge data and the right 

edge data. Figure 12 below shows the top edge of the image converted into a 1D profile of 
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grayscale values. The section of data points which define the leading edge is highlighted in 

green. 

 

 
Figure 12: The pixel values from the top edge of each image are used to determine the 

location P1 of the pixel gradient characteristic of the swept-wing leading edge. A similar 

process is used for the right edge of the image to find the location P2. 

 

 The MATLAB
®

 code can identify the leading edge through criteria that applies for 

every image in the data set. In each image, the swept wing is illuminated in the foreground 

while the background in the top-right corner is darker. Dark pixels correspond to low pixel 

intensity, and the transition that defines the leading edge is a steep pixel gradient of 

foreground to background. The leading edge data can be filtered out from the rest of the data 

points by first applying a threshold criterion to locate the bottom (low intensity values) of the 

leading edge pixels. The top edge data has a threshold of no more than 10 greater than the 

minimum pixel intensity of the top edge to be considered background data points. Similarly, 

a value of no more than 25 greater than the minimum pixel intensity of the right edge is 

considered background data points. 
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The code then steps through every data point, looking for consecutive data points 

with a large, positive change in pixel intensity. Most of the data points have fluctuations, 

where over a few pixels the slope changes direction or the change in magnitude is not 

significant. The top edge checks the difference in magnitude between the current data point 

and 5 pixels ahead is greater than 5. It also checks that the difference between the current 

data point and 10 pixels ahead is greater than 5. Having both conditions met minimize false 

positives of random data points fluctuating on the order of 5. If these conditions are met, it 

stores the pixel location and steps forward. This process continues until the conditions are no 

longer met. 

The stored values identify the physical location of the leading edge within the data 

points. The pixel intensities of the first and last values are then averaged to determine the 

median pixel intensity of the leading edge. The pixel with the closet magnitude amongst the 

stored values is used as the leading edge location (P1 or P2), with a corresponding   and   

coordinate. The coordinates of the top and right edge can be used to solve for the slope and 

y-intercept of the linear equation 

        (4.1) 

which fully defines the leading edge location within the image. The code then requests a line 

segment length   from the human operator. The length of a line can be represented 

mathematically as 

                      (4.2) 

where           and           represent coordinate points in 2D space. By combining 

Equations 4.1 and 4.2, the latter takes the form 

              
         

  (4.3) 
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where the linear equation is substituted for the value of   . By assuming the starting 

coordinate of the line segment          , the ending coordinate can be solved to create a 

line of length   and the slope of the leading edge. The top edge data points vary in the x-

direction while the y-coordinate is a constant value of zero. By assuming the coordinate at 

the top edge of the image,    is a known value and     . The trinomial can then be 

reduced to 

                    
  (4.4) 

and the equation can be rearranged to solve for    explicitly. Solving for    results in the 

quadratic equation 

    
                                   

     

       
 (4.5) 

where    is in terms of known variables. Only the positive solution of the quadratic equation 

is used. The value of    can subsequently be found by using the linear equation. 

 The criteria used to select the leading edge location within the 1D grayscale values 

are tailored for the data set provided. The physical location of the swept wing varies as much 

as 1,000 pixels between images 663 and 670. The lighting is not consistent between images, 

resulting in pixel intensities changing drastically in magnitude. For example, the low 

background signal in image number 710 has a higher foreground signal than image number 

826. Due to variation in both magnitude and pixel location, the pixel gradient also has 

inconsistencies. The results are summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Summary of pixel coordinates and corresponding grayscale amplitudes for the 

leading edge maxima and minima of each image. 
 Grayscale Amplitudes Horizontal Pixels Slope 

Image # High Low ΔAmp X1 X2 ΔX ΔAmp/ΔX 

663 147 10 137 1341 1312 29 4.7 

670 74 8 66 2481 2532 51 1.3 

710 122.5 40.5 82 2092 2074 18 4.5 

799 120.4 29.5 91.1 2113 2091 22 4.7 

826 31.6 8 23.6 2105 2087 18 1.3 

844 181 40 141 2100 2070 30 4.7 

884 112 18.4 93.6 2095 2064 31 3.0 

895 77 17 60 2128 2100 28 2.1 

923 90 18.4 71.6 2109 2068 41 1.7 

933 100 17 83 2100 2070 30 2.8 

992 137 36.3 100.7 2096 2070 26 3.9 

 

4.4   Distortion Correction 

The biconvex curvature of the swept-wing surface results in image distortion, since 

the three-dimensional object is observed in a two-dimensional image plane. To correct for 

the distortion, a reference grid was placed on the swept-wing surface. An image was taken 

with a grid of DREs spaced 3 mm x 10 mm across the wing, as seen in Figure 13.  

 
Figure 13: DREs were used to create a grid pattern to identify distortion of the 3D swept-

wing surface captured in the 2D images. 
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Using a similar process of spectral analysis described in Section 4.1, the locations of 

each row of DREs normal to the leading edge were recorded. The measured distance 

between each row in the image was compared to the known distance of 10 mm, providing a 

correction factor as a function of distance normal to the leading edge. A second order 

polynomial was used to fit the data points 

                                                  (4.6) 

which is used to correct the distorted data. The coefficients are used in the waterfall PSD 

graphs such that the axes normal to the leading edge    in the PSD waterfall plots are 

undistorted. The experimental data points and quadratic fit can be seen in Figure 14. While 

this correction factor provides a solution to the image distortion for the camera configuration 

for this experiment, it is important to understand the sources of distortion. By computing 

known distortion factors and applying them to the raw, distorted image data, the 

experimental trendline can be replicated. 

 
Figure 14: Summary of correction factors compared to observed image distortion. 
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The global streamwise   coordinate of the wind tunnel can be transformed to the 

wing surface    coordinate 

            (4.7) 

where the sweep angle is      . This transformation is necessary since the spectral 

analysis computations are incremented in this direction. The first distortion to account for is 

the parallelism between the wing surface and the image plane. This can be observed by 

looking at the wing model in the    plane from above, as seen in Figure 15. The shape of the 

airfoil does not vary in the Z direction. 

 
Figure 15: Distortion factors due to surface curvature and azimuth angle. 

 

At a given point on the wing surface, the slope of the wing surface        can be 

calculated from the change in airfoil thickness   relative to the wing surface direction   . 

From this orientation, the streamwise direction   of the wind tunnel and the distance normal 
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to the leading edge    are parallel. The angle of this slope can then be calculated for every 

distance    by the trigonometric relation 

         
  

   
  

    

  
  (4.8) 

where   is the angle between the wing surface and the image plane. The wing surface can 

then be projected in the direction of the image plane by using the dot product of the two unit 

vectors. This results in a foreshortening value 

      
        (4.9) 

where a value of       corresponds to parallelism between the wing surface and the 

image plane. 

 A second contributor of image distortion is the global camera position relative to 

each point along the wing surface. The position of the camera lens in the    plane relative to 

the forward tip at the base of the swept wing is defined by the coordinates     
     . Points 

on the wing surface to the left or right of the image center are further away from the camera. 

This creates a second foreshortening affect due to depth perception. This can be accounted 

for by calculating  

         
   

   

   

  
    

  
  (4.10) 

where   is the azimuth angle between the image centerline and each location    along the 

wing surface. By similar use of the dot product, the projection looks at the component 

between the current location    and the camera that is parallel to the image centerline. The 

second foreshortening value is 

      
        (4.11) 
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where a value of       corresponds to a wing surface location    directly in front of the 

image center. 

 A third foreshortening factor can be derived from the tilt in the camera, as observed 

in the    plane. This assumes the image plane of the camera is not parallel with the height of 

the swept-wing model. This may arise from the rigid camera mount not providing a level 

surface for the camera relative to the wind tunnel floor. If the camera is tilted such that the 

top of the swept wing is further away from the image plane than the base of the wing, there is 

a slight variation in horizontal distance present. The angle between the camera and wing 

surfaces has been exaggerated for clarification in Figure 16 below. 

 
Figure 16: Correction factor due to camera tilt angle. 

 

If the horizontal camera distance measured from the base of the wing by    
, then the 

horizontal distance between the wing and the image center is a value    
   . The distance 

   is unknown, and is estimated to find an appropriate fit with the experimental correction 

factor in Figure 14. The angle between the two image planes is small, and by this assumption 
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can be assumed that the two image planes are roughly parallel. This simplification allows the 

distortion due to camera tilt to be treated as a magnification factor, 

        
     

     (4.12) 

where     is not a function of distance normal to the leading edge   . 

The foreshortening factors are multiplied together 

        
        

       
      (4.13) 

to provide a combined foreshortening factor,      . The combined foreshortening factor 

(green curve) is then plotted against the experimental (blue) curve matching the DREs in 

Figure 13. As seen in Figure 14, this last foreshortening factor translates the black curve 

(surface curvature and azimuth angle) to nearly match the registration image. 

Chapter 4, Section 4 of the master’s thesis, in part, was co-authored by Lewis Owens, 

Research Engineer from the NASA Langley Research Center in Langley, Virginia. The 

section topic was regarding identifying and correcting for various sources of image 

distortion. The initial calculations and results were performed by Lewis Owens, while the 

write-up and explanations were completed by the thesis author. 
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Chapter 5 Results 

This chapter summarizes the sublimation flow visualization tests conducted on the 

biconvex 35° swept-wing with a stagnation pressure of Po = 25 psia and stagnation 

temperature of To = 110 °F at a Mach number of Ma = 2.0. A summary of the image 

numbers for each DRE configuration and surface roughness is summarized in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Image numbers and DRE Specifications. 

DRE Spacing 

[mm] 

DRE Diameter 

[mm] 

Image Number 

Machine Finish Polished 

Baseline - 670 923 

2.0 0.45 663 - 

1.0 0.45 710 884 

1.0 0.3 844 933 

0.8 0.3 799 - 

0.75 0.3 - 992 

0.6 0.3 827 895 

 

 To ensure repeatability of the results for each image, the starting location of the line 

segment placed at the sublimation front as well as the number of downstream iterations were 

documented in Table 4. This starting location was subjectively selected to maximize the 

region of interest being analyzed. The length of the line segmented was selected to best fit 

both the starting location of sublimation front as well as an evenly distributed jagged 

laminar-turbulent transition front as referenced normal to the leading edge. 
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Table 4: Line segment characteristics of sublimating chemical front for each image. 
 Image 

Number 

X1 

[pixels] 

Y1 

[pixels] 

X2 

[pixels] 

Y2 

[pixels] 

Line Length 

[pixels] 

Increments 

[pixels] 

M
a

ch
in

e 
F

in
is

h
 663 2802 6 3271 654 800 600 

670 2180 226 2874 1205 1200 600 

710 2345 52 3161 1190 1400 425 

799 2283 52 2692 620 700 500 

827 2239 104 2823 916 1000 425 

844 2136 127 2605 775 800 300 

P
o

li
sh

ed
 

884 2133 35 2951 1171 1400 400 

895 2585 793 3052 1443 800 525 

923 2601 46 3417 1184 1400 1200 

933 2617 208 3494 1426 1500 750 

992 2014 35 2480 685 800 400 

 

Potential variations in the lighting placement or in the wind tunnel experiment 

duration to produce clearly developed stationary crossflow vortex tracks in the sublimating 

chemical may influence the pixel grayscale values and fluctuation between pixels for each 

image. However, the consistency of lighting within an image provided a high degree of 

confidence in the spatial amplitude variations to analyze the downstream evolution. 

5.1   N-Factor Results 

 The N-factor results obtained from local linear stability analysis were completed by 

NASA Langley computational research scientist Ponnampalam Balakumar. Constant 

spanwise perturbation wavelengths and wing surface curvature were considered in the 

simulation. Details of the simulation model and results are published in Balakumar and King 

(2011). The linear stability results show N-factor curves (Figure 17) between 0.6 mm and 

1.75 mm wavelengths for stationary crossflow (0.0 Hz). 
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The natural transition location for the baseline configuration (Figure 18a) was 

observed by using the sublimating chemical technique. Transition was observed in the 

experiment around 45 mm normal to the leading edge. The experimental transition location 

is marked in Figure 17 with a dotted black line. This corresponds to a naturally most 

amplified wavelength for the wind tunnel flow conditions between 1.00 mm and 1.25 mm 

and an N-factor of about 5. 

 

 
Figure 17: N-factors computed from linear stability theory with surface curvature. The 

curves show stationary crossflow growth rates as a function of distance perpendicular to 

the leading edge. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. Source: Balakumar. 
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5.2   Machine Finish Leading Edge 

The ridges left by the fabrication process were oriented streamwise with a measured 

surface roughness of 0.8 μm (32 μin). Two spanwise wavelength peaks are noticeable on the 

normalized PSD plot in Figure 18c between 0.6 mm and 0.8 mm, which can be attributed to 

the fabrication ridges. 

5.2.1   Baseline 

The receptivity process for stationary crossflow in the absence of DREs was initiated 

by the model surface roughness, providing the initial amplitude disturbance in the boundary 

layer. Because the surface roughness is on the order of 0.8 µm, the initial amplitude begins 

much lower than with the 20 µm tall DREs present in the other test configurations. As seen 

in the PSD waterfall plot for the baseline configuration in Figure 18b, the region close to the 

sublimating chemical front exhibits a noisy signal spectrum, with energy dispersed across a 

significant number of wavelengths. After a distance of 27 mm normal from the leading edge, 

a series of peaks centered around the most amplified wavelength of 1.0 mm emerges. By 

30 mm downstream, the wavelengths become more prominent. The amplitudes seen on the 

normalized PSD plot are less than 1.5%, which corresponds to a distribution of energy 

spread out across many wavelengths. Transition occurs at approximately 45 mm normal to 

the leading edge, as seen in Figure 18a. This experimentally observed location was used to 

determine the corresponding N-factor of 5 for stationary crossflow, as seen by the finely 

dotted black lines in Figure 17. 
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Figure 18: Results from sublimating chemical (image no. 670) with no DRE influence 

(baseline). a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in red. b) PSD waterfall plot. 

c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. 
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5.2.2   Supercritical Wavelength 

With the influence of DREs spaced at 2.0 mm, the normalized PSD plot (Figure 19c) 

clearly shows three dominant wavelengths present within the laminar flow region of the 

sublimating chemical image (Figure 19a). The strongest wavelength lies exactly at 2.0 mm, 

which was generated by the presence of the DREs. The secondary wavelength occurs at 

1.0 mm, which is attributed to the naturally most amplified wavelength of the experimental 

conditions. The tertiary wavelength lies around 0.7 mm, which fits the range of spanwise 

ridges present in the surface roughness of the model. It is interesting to note the streamwise 

evolution of these dominant wavelengths in the PSD waterfall plot (Figure 19b). At locations 

downstream when the 2.0 mm wavelength is dominant, it seems to rob energy from the 

1.0 mm and 0.7 mm wavelengths. When the presence of the 2.0 mm wavelength flickers out 

temporarily, the energy is then picked up by the 1.0 mm and 0.7 mm wavelengths. The 

1.0 mm wavelength is predicted to have a larger N-factor than the 2.0 wavelength for 

distances less than 45 mm normal to the leading edge. However, the height of the DREs 

compared to the surface roughness height provides the 2.0 mm wavelength with a larger 

initial amplitude, and as a result competes with the naturally most amplified wavelength. 

Transition occurs at approximately 38 mm normal to the leading edge, as seen in Figure 18a. 

The presence of 2 mm spaced DREs caused transition to occur further upstream than the 

baseline configuration, resulting in an ineffective means of LFC. 
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Figure 19: Results from sublimating chemical run (image no. 663) with 0.45 mm 

diameter, 2 mm spacing DREs. a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in red. 

b) PSD waterfall plot. c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. 
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5.2.3   Critical Wavelength 

The cylindrical DREs spaced at 1.0 mm were fabricated with two diameters: 

0.45 mm and 0.3 mm. The normalized PSD results (Figure 20c and Figure 21c) verify that 

1.0 mm is the naturally most amplified mode, as predicted by LST. By introducing DREs 

with 1.0 mm spacing, the crossflow vortices select the naturally most amplified mode, with 

little energy distributed in other wavelengths. As a result, the vortex growth rate was 

maximized and transition occurs further upstream. This is evident by the observed upstream 

movement of the jagged laminar-turbulent transition front (Figure 20a and Figure 21a). The 

0.3 mm and 0.45 mm diameter DREs differ by having a 30% versus a 45% duty cycle of 

roughness width versus unrestricted flow between each roughness element. The 0.45 mm 

diameter DREs produced a narrow wavelength band on the normalized PSD plot centered 

around 1.0 mm, with the peak discrete amplitude contributing to almost 22% of the energy 

(Figure 20c). In comparison, the 0.3 mm DREs produced a wider wavelength band on the 

normalized PSD plot, with the discrete peak amplitude reaching just over 14% of the 

contributing energy in the region analyzed (Figure 21c). The vortices generated with the 0.3 

mm diameter DREs were farther apart, resulting in some variation of the crossflow vortex 

strength and a broader wavelength peak. As seen in Figure 20a Figure 21a, transition occurs 

33 mm and 34.5 mm normal to the leading edge, respectively. By exciting the most 

amplified natural growth rate, the DREs spaced 1 mm apart caused transition to occur the 

furthest upstream of the baseline configuration. It is interesting to note the 0.3 mm diameter 

DREs produced a slightly further location of transition than the 0.45 mm diameter DREs. 
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Figure 20: Results from sublimating chemical run (image no. 710) with 0.45 mm 

diameter, 1 mm spacing DREs. a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in red. 

b) PSD waterfall plot. c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. 
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Figure 21: Results from sublimating chemical run (image no. 844) with 0.3 mm 

diameter, 1 mm spacing DREs. a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in red. 

b) PSD waterfall plot. c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. 
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5.2.4   Subcritical Wavelengths 

The normalized PSD plot (Figure 22c) displays a single dominant wavelength of 

0.8 mm, a result of the DRE spacing. By selecting a spanwise periodic roughness spacing 

near the naturally most amplified wavelength, the energy of the DRE wavelength remains 

dominant. The DREs successfully inhibit the naturally most amplified wavelength from 

being selected. However, the 0.8 mm wavelength does not attenuate before transition occurs. 

This observation can be confirmed by the LST curves in Figure 17, where the 0.8 mm 

wavelength (extrapolated between the 0.75 mm and 0.85 mm curves) still has a positive 

growth rate at 45 mm perpendicular to the leading edge. It is interesting to note the energy 

content reaches 0.5% amplitude by a wavelength of 0.3 mm. In the other configurations 

where the naturally most amplified wavelength was not influenced, the short wavelength 

energy tapered to negligible values by 0.25 mm. An even dispersion of energy across all 

wavelengths while maintaining 0.8 mm as the dominant wavelength may occur when there is 

not a secondary preferred wavelength to alternate between. Global transition with the DREs 

spaced at 0.8 mm occurs around 35.5 mm normal to the leading edge, which is only slightly 

further downstream than the DREs spaced at 1.0 mm. 

Introducing DREs with 0.6 mm spacing is approximately two-thirds of the naturally 

most amplified wavelength. Transient information can be determined from the PSD waterfall 

plot (Figure 23b). The DREs introduce a 0.6 mm wavelength in the sublimating chemical, 

which is initially dominant. After about 23 mm normal to the leading edge, the signal 

attenuates by developing an intermittent presence until this wavelength disappears 
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completely at 26 mm. As the 0.6 mm wavelength dissipates, a series of discrete amplitude 

peaks at 1.1 mm, 1.2 mm, and 1.4 mm begin to develop. The crossflow vortices select the 

0.6 mm forced by the DREs, effectively delaying the growth of the naturally most amplified 

wavelength. The 0.6 mm wavelength dies out between 23 mm and 26 mm as observed in 

Figure 23b. This is supported by the LST (Figure 17), as the 0.6 mm wavelength saturates 

after 25 mm normal to the leading edge. Transition for the DREs spaced at 0.6 mm occurs 

around 42 mm from the leading edge. This approaches the 45 mm transition location of the 

baseline configuration. To effectively use DREs as a means of LFC, the transition location 

would have to be further downstream than the baseline results. 
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Figure 22: Results from sublimating chemical run (image no. 799) with 0.3 mm 

diameter, 0.8 mm spacing DREs. a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in red. 

b) PSD waterfall plot. c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. 
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Figure 23: Results from sublimating chemical run (image no. 827) with 0.3 mm 

diameter, 0.6 mm spacing DREs. a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in red. 

b) PSD waterfall plot. c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. 
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5.3   Polished Leading Edge 

Polishing the leading edge to a measured surface roughness of 0.1 μm (4 μin) 

drastically affects the characteristics of the sublimating chemical results. By observing 

Figure 24a, the transition front of the chemical is much smoother than the jagged front 

characteristic of stationary crossflow. The continuous, solid transition front suggests 

traveling crossflow as the dominant instability rather than stationary crossflow. The 

receptivity of flow perturbations would then originate from freestream disturbances rather 

than surface roughness. By polishing the leading edge, the surface roughness was 

significantly lessened and subsequently reduced the initial amplitudes of surface-induced 

receptivity process. The transition front for each image with a polished leading edge has an 

overall smoother transition front than its machine finish counterpart, signifying that traveling 

crossflow is contributing to the transition process. 

5.3.1   Baseline 

Without the presence of DREs, the baseline configuration results show the natural 

transition location of the flow to occur 50 mm normal to leading edge. The PSD waterfall 

plot (Figure 24b) has an even distribution of wavelengths, showing an even distribution of 

energy. There is no development of a dominant wavelength indicative of stationary 

crossflow, compared to the 1.0 mm wavelength seen in the baseline configuration for the 

machine finish results (Figure 18). These results further reinforces that traveling crossflow is 

the dominant instability mode, as perceived by the smooth chemical transition front. 
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Figure 24: Results from sublimating chemical run (image no. 923) with no DRE 

influence (baseline). a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in red. b) PSD 

waterfall plot. c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. 
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5.3.2   Critical Wavelength 

With the periodic surface roughness height of 20 µm, the DREs introduce initial 

amplitudes large enough to excite stationary crossflow growth. The spacing of the DREs 

match the natural growth rate as indicated by the LST curves (Figure 17). A similar 

discussion as seen for the critical DRE wavelength with the machine finish leading edge in 

Section 5.2.3 can be applied here as well. The DRE spacing is the same for Figure 25Figure 

26, but with 0.45 mm and 0.3 mm diameters, respectively. The larger diameter DRE 

correlates to a narrow, taller spike in the normalized PSD plot (Figure 25c) while the smaller 

diameter DRE correlates to a wider, shorter spike (Figure 26c). As seen in Figure 25a 

andFigure 26a, transition occurs 33 mm and 38 mm normal to the leading edge, respectively. 

This is comparable to the machine finish leading edge for the 0.45 mm diameter DREs. The 

0.3 mm diameter DREs provided a significant 5 mm change in transition further 

downstream. 

It is interesting to note the elevated level of energy in the 0.3 mm diameter plot for 

normalized PSD (Figure 26c). As observed in Figure 26a, the sublimating chemical was not 

fully developed in the laminar region to accentuate the vortex tracks. The length of the wind 

tunnel experiment or thickness of the chemical coating may hinder the details in the flow. 

The 1.0 mm wavelength is still visible in the PSD waterfall plot, but the excess chemical 

lowers the amplitude of the spike in the normalized PSD plot. 
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Figure 25: Results from sublimating chemical run (image no. 884) with 0.45 mm 

diameter, 1 mm spacing DREs. a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in red. 

b) PSD waterfall plot. c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. 
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Figure 26: Results from sublimating chemical run (image no. 933) with 0.3 mm 

diameter, 1 mm spacing DREs. a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in red. 

b) PSD waterfall plot. c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. 
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5.3.3   Subcritical Wavelength 

The sublimating chemical front seen in Figure 27a does not begin until 25 mm 

normal to the leading edge. As a result, the early stage of crossflow vortex development near 

the leading edge was lost. However, a strong presence of the 0.75 mm wavelength is still 

visible persisting beyond 30 mm normal to the leading edge. This is reflected in the PSD 

waterfall plot (Figure 27b) where the 0.75 mm wavelength is clearly the dominant 

wavelength. These results are similar to the machine finish leading edge results with DREs 

spaced 0.8 mm apart. Transition as observed in Figure 27a occurs around 35.5 mm normal to 

the leading edge. It is interesting to note this is further upstream than the 0.3 mm diameter 

DREs spaced at 1.0 mm, also with the polished leading edge. 

The polished edge configuration with DREs spaced 0.6 mm apart also lost some 

information due to the sublimating chemical front beginning at 23 mm normal to the leading 

edge. Transient information can be gathered from the PSD waterfall plot (Figure 28b). The 

0.6 mm wavelength abruptly dies out at 25.5 mm from the leading edge, similar to the 

machine finish leading edge configuration with DREs spaced 0.6 mm apart. For the polished 

leading edge, there is no natural 1.0 mm wavelength due to surface roughness to compete 

with. This could explain why there was no flickering observed in Figure 28b, and why 

another wavelength took over after the 0.6 mm wavelength died out. These statements all 

support traveling crossflow as the mechanism to ultimately cause transition for this 

configuration. Transition occurs around 46.5 mm from the leading edge, as seen in Figure 

28a. This approaches, but does not surpass, the 50 mm transition witnessed on the baseline 

configuration. 
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Figure 27: Results from sublimating chemical run (image no. 992) with 0.3 mm 

diameter, 0.75 mm spacing DREs. a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in 

red. b) PSD waterfall plot. c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F. 
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Figure 28: Results from sublimating chemical run (image no. 895) with 0.3 mm 

diameter, 0.6 mm spacing DREs. a) Raw image with region of interest highlighted in red. 

b) PSD waterfall plot. c) Normalized PSD plot. Ma = 2.0, Po= 25 psia, and To = 110 °F.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions 

A surface flow visualization technique was used to observe the global transition front 

onset and to determine the quantitative wavelength spectra associated with stationary 

crossflow vortices. The image processing method developed in the present study allows 

meaningful information to be extracted from the observed surface flow patterns. The 

waterfall and normalized PSD plots complement each other by providing both transient 

details of the wavelength spectrum in the sub-millimeter range as well as capturing the 

overall presence of dominant wavelengths in the region of interest. Additionally, the spectral 

analysis provides insight into how the DREs affect the most amplified wavelength from the 

boundary-layer stability analysis and the associated changes in the transition onset. 

6.1   Machine Finish Leading Edge 

The streamwise biased surface roughness of 0.8 μm (32 μin) was sufficient to 

generate stationary crossflow vortices for every DRE configuration. This resulted in elevated 

background energy levels amidst the growth of dominant wavelengths. The baseline 

configuration showed that the 1.0 mm natural growth rate emerged from disturbances 

introduced by the surface finish. The DREs spaced 2.0 mm and 0.6 mm also had evidence of 
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the natural growth rate competing with the natural growth rate of the flow conditions. None 

of the DRE configurations tested delayed the onset of turbulence compared to the baseline. 

6.2   Polished Leading Edge 

The polished, spanwise biased surface finish of 0.1 μm (4 μin) resulted in the 

presence of traveling crossflow modes of instability. By reducing the initial amplitude of the 

swept-wing surface roughness, boundary layer disturbances initiated by freestream 

perturbations were able to grow faster than any stationary crossflow modes. The presence of 

DREs were able to introduce a stationary crossflow mode with a known wavelength, 

however the transition fronts were smoother than the jagged transitions observed with the 

machine finish surface roughness results. In the case of the polished leading edge, none of 

the DRE configurations tested delayed the onset of turbulence compared to the baseline. 

6.3   Future Work 

The study of boundary-layer transition in high-speed conditions presents the obstacle 

of diminishing boundary-layer thicknesses with increasing Reynolds number. With the 

boundary layer forming at the leading edge of the swept-wing, there is very little distance for 

the thickness to grow before the neutral point, located 5 mm from the leading edge. The 

boundary layer thickness is on the order of 0.1 mm at the neutral point for    = 25 psia. 

Future work would include finding a manufacturer capable of producing DREs with heights 

less than 20 µm. Owens et al. (2014) discuss how the decreased DRE heights would provide 

a smaller, more controlled initial disturbance amplitude. The results in this thesis were a part 
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of a risk-reduction experiment to determine if SWT had the capability of supporting a full-

scale study of stationary crossflow transition research. For future work, a swept-wing model 

with more capabilities – such as a modular leading edge or including experiments with 

varying angle of attack – would provide more extensive results. 
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Appendix MATLAB Routines 

A.1   Measuring Scale Factor 

%------------------------------------------------------------ 
%  Identifies the image scale factor by taking a grayscale profile 
%  over a series of linear reference dots with known spacing. 
% 
%  Created by: Patrick McGuire 
%  July, 2013 
%------------------------------------------------------------ 

  
clear all; clc; close all; 
tic; 

  
% Opens image data 
Img = 

double(imread('C:\Users\pjmcguir\Documents\LARSS\T2018_Image_Data\_DSC0

663.jpg')); 

  
% Images:  Baseline:670  2mm:663  1mm,.45dia:710  1mm,.3dia:844  

.8mm:799  .6mm:826 

  
DREmmdist = input('Please input the DRE spacing (mm): '); 

  
 %% Draw Line Segment with cursor 

     
    figure(1); 
    image(uint8(Img)); 
    set(gcf, 'Position', [250 100 1200 800]); 
    title('Click and drag to draw line. Move endpoints with mouse 

cursor. Translate line by dragging line segment. Finish by double-

clicking line segment.'); 
    axis off; 
    set(gca, 'Position', [0 0 1 .95]); 
    hold on 

     
    h = imline; 
    position = wait(h); 
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    X1 = position(1,1); 
    Y1 = position(1,2); 
    X2 = position(2,1); 
    Y2 = position(2,2); 

     
    text(X1, Y1-20, strcat('[', num2str(round(X1)), ',', 

num2str(round(Y1)), ']'), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'Left', 'FontWeight', 

'Bold', 'BackgroundColor', [0 .75 1]); 
    text(X2, Y2+20, strcat('[', num2str(round(X2)), ',', 

num2str(round(Y2)), ']'), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'Left', 'FontWeight', 

'Bold', 'BackgroundColor', [0 .75 1]); 

    
    % Image data 

     
    [X, Y, C] = improfile(Img, [X1, X2], [Y1, Y2]); 

     
    R = C(:,:,1); 
    G = C(:,:,2); 
    B = C(:,:,3); 

     
    DREintensity_raw = ((R.^2 + G.^2 + B.^2)./3).^0.5;  % Grayscale 

Values 
    DREpixel_raw = ((X-X1).^2 + (Y-Y1).^2).^0.5;  % Pixel location on 

line 

     
    DREintensity = DREintensity_raw; 
    DREpixel = DREpixel_raw; 

     
%% Count DRE Spacing 

  
for i = 1:length(DREintensity)  % Creates binary scaling of intensity 
    if DREintensity(i) >= 150 
        DREintensity(i) = 1; 
    else 
        DREintensity(i) = 0; 
    end 
end 

  
frontedge = zeros(1, length(DREintensity-1));  % Sizes variable 
backedge = zeros(1, length(DREintensity-1));  % Sizes variable 

  
for i = 2:length(DREintensity)  % Define rising and falling edges 
    if DREintensity(i)- DREintensity(i-1) == 1 
        frontedge(i) = round((i-1)/cosd(35)); 
    elseif DREintensity(i) - DREintensity(i-1) == -1 
        backedge(i) = round((i-2)/cosd(35)); 
    end 
end 

  
frontloc = frontedge(frontedge~=0);  % Eliminate zero values 
backloc = backedge(backedge~=0);  % Eliminate zero values 
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if backloc(1) < frontloc(1)  % Singularity case: line begins on dot 
    backloc(1) = 0; 
    backloc = backloc(backloc~=0); 
end 
if frontloc(end) > backloc(end)  % Singularity case: line ends on dot 
    frontloc(end) = 0; 
    frontloc = frontloc(frontloc~=0); 
end 

  
numfronts = length(frontloc);  % Eliminate local peaks, false DRE 

presence 
for i=1:numfronts 
    if (backloc(i) - frontloc(i)) < 5 
        frontloc(i) = 0; 
        backloc(i) = 0; 
    end 
end 
frontloc = frontloc(frontloc~=0); 
backloc = backloc(backloc~=0); 

  
DREcenter = frontloc + (backloc - frontloc)/2;  % Locate DRE center 

  
for i = 2:length(DREcenter)  % Distance between centers 
    DREspacing = DREcenter(i) - DREcenter(i-1); 
end 

  
DREpixdist = sum(DREspacing)/length(DREspacing);  % Average DRE spacing 
scale = DREmmdist/DREpixdist 

  
%% DRE Graphic Checkpoint 

  
DREmm = DREpixel*scale; 
DREcentermm = DREcenter*scale; 

  
figure(1);  % Zoom in of line segment 
axis([X1-200 X2+200 Y1-200 Y2+200]); 

  
figure(2); % Raw profile 
set(gcf, 'Position', [250 250 1100 610]); 
plot(DREpixel_raw, DREintensity_raw); 
xlabel('Distance [pixels]'); 
ylabel('Grayscale Intensity'); 
axis tight 

  
figure(3);  % Check if code identified DREs 
set(gcf, 'Position', [250 250 1100 610]); 
plot(DREmm, DREintensity); 
xlabel('Distance [mm]'); 
ylabel('DRE Presence'); 
title('DRE Detect'); 
axis tight; 
ylim([0 1.5]); 
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hold on 
YDRE = zeros(size(DREcentermm)) + 1; 
plot(DREcentermm, YDRE, 'ro'); 
labels = num2str(transpose(DREcentermm), '%.2f'); 
text(DREcentermm, YDRE, labels, 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom', 

'HorizontalAlignment', 'center'); 
text(0.5,1.4, strcat('Scale: ', num2str(scale, '%0.4f')), 'EdgeColor', 

'g', 'LineWidth', 2); 
legend('DREs', 'Centers'); 
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A.2   Main Routine 

%{ 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Iterates a line segment containing grayscale profile downstream 
to provide grayscale surface and power spectral density surface 
plots. Capability of drawing a rectangle using the mouse or 
manually entering coordinates. 

  
Created by: Patrick McGuire 
July, 2013 

  
Modified by: Lewis Owens 
Dec. 2013 
To correct for image distortion with computation of x-coord normal to 
swept LE using Patrick's new LE offset technique from Nov. 26, 2013 

email 

  
Modified by: Patrick McGuire 
April, 2014 
To replace manual LE offset with automated image recognition. 
Pixel threshold and slope criterion for detection specific for image 

set. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%} 

  
clear all; clc; close all; 
tic; 
%% Predefined variables 

  
scale = 0.0385;  % millimeters/pixel for 771 focal plane 
%scale = 0.0652;  % millimeters/pixel for 769 focal plane (Not used in 

analysis) 
scale2 = scale * cosd(35);  %change downstream distance to normal 

distance by accounting for sweep angle (mm/pixel) 

  

  
% Opens target registration image data from SWT T2018 obtained in the 

Spring of 2013 
% using one sheet of 0.45-mm diameter dots with 3-mm span-wise spacing 

between dots and 10-mm spacing between each row of dots 

  
image_number = 844;  % Last 3 digits of image number: _DSC0XXX.jpg 
file_path = 'C:\Users\Patrick1\Documents\School\NASA LARSS\Work 

Files\T2018_Image_Data\_DSC0'; 
Img = double(imread(strcat(file_path, num2str(image_number),'.jpg'))); 

  
%% Command Window Prompts 
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fprintf('Hello!\nThis code will take a line segment of grayscale pixel 

values\nto produce a spectral distribution and increment 

downstream.\n'); 
fprintf('\n'); 
reply = input('Do you know the endpoint coordinates you would like to 

analyze? (y/n): ', 's'); 
fprintf('\n'); 

  
%% Leading Edge Detection 

  
commandwindow; 

  
height = size(Img(:,1,1),1); % Dimensions of image 
width = size(Img(1,:,1),2); 

  
% Convert to grayscale 
top_edge = ((Img(1,:,1).^2 + Img(1,:,2).^2 + Img(1,:,3).^2)./3).^0.5; 
right_edge = ((Img(:,end,1).^2 + Img(:,end,2).^2 + 

Img(:,end,3).^2)./3).^0.5; 

  
top_bg = zeros(width, 1); 
for i=1:width 
    if top_edge(i) < min(top_edge)+ 10 % Threshold for bottom of LE 
        n = i; 
        while top_edge(n-5)-top_edge(n) > 5 && top_edge(n-10) - 

top_edge(n-5) > 5 % Consecutive, steep, negative slope 
            top_bg(n) = n; % Stores index location for each pixel 
            n = n-1; % Iterates through the LE slope 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
top_bg = find(top_bg); % Takes nonzero indices only 

  
mark1 = top_bg(1)-10; % Smallest pixel location of LE 
mark2 = top_bg(end); % Largest pixel location of LE 

  
top_intensity = (top_edge(mark1)+top_edge(mark2))/2; % Finds middle 

pixel intensity on LE slope 
[c top_LE_int] = min(abs(top_edge(top_bg) - top_intensity)); % Matches 

closest pixel intensity with calculated average 

  
top_point = top_bg(top_LE_int); % Stores pixel location x-coordinate 

for top point 

  

  
right_bg = zeros(height,1); 

  
for i=1:height 
    if right_edge(i) < min(right_edge) + 25 && i < height - 10 % 

Threshold for bottom of LE 
        n = i; 
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        while right_edge(n+5) - right_edge(n) > 5 && right_edge(n+10) - 

right_edge(n+5) > 5 % Consecutive, steep, positive slope 
            right_bg(n) = n; % Stores index location for each pixel 
            n = n + 1; % Iterates through the LE slope 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
right_bg = find(right_bg); % Takes nonzero indices only 

  
for i=1+1:length(right_bg) % If two sections of slope were found, only 

store first section 
    if right_bg(i) - right_bg(i-1) == 1 
        else 
        right_bg(i:end) = 0; 
        right_bg(right_bg==0) = []; 
        break 
    end 
end 

  
mark3 = right_bg(1); % Smallest pixel location of LE 
mark4 = right_bg(end) + 10; % Largest pixel location of LE 

  
right_intensity = (right_edge(mark3)+right_edge(mark4))/2; % Finds 

middle pixel intensity on LE slope 
[c right_LE_int] = min(abs(right_edge(right_bg) - right_intensity)); % 

Matches closest pixel intensity with calculated average 

  
right_point = right_bg(right_LE_int); % Stores pixel location y-

coordinate for right point 

  

  
figure(1); % Raw image 
hold on 
image(uint8(Img)); 
axis ij; 
axis tight; 
set(gcf, 'Position', [250 75 800 600]); 
plot([top_point, width], [0, right_point], 'r-', 'LineWidth', 1.5); % 

Plot LE line 

  
slope = (right_point - 0)/(width - top_point); % LE slope 
b = - slope*(top_point); % LE y-intercept 

  
    pause(.5); 
    commandwindow; 

     
%% 
if strcmp(reply, 'y') 
    %%  Enter Coordinates 
    coord1 = input('Enter the top left pixel coordinates using brackets 

[x1, y1]: '); 
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    coord2 = input('Enter the bottom right pixel coordinates using 

brackets [x2, y2]: '); 

     
    X1 = coord1(1); 
    Y1 = coord1(2); 
    X2 = coord2(1); 
    Y2 = coord2(2); 

     
    offset = (Y1 - b)/slope - X1; % Determines downstream offset from 

first coordinate 

     
    %text(X1, Y1-20, strcat('[', num2str(round(X1)), ',', 

num2str(round(Y1)), ']'), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'Left', 'FontWeight', 

'Bold', 'BackgroundColor', [0 .75 1]); 
    %text(X2, Y2+20, strcat('[', num2str(round(X2)), ',', 

num2str(round(Y2)), ']'), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'Left', 'FontWeight', 

'Bold', 'BackgroundColor', [0 .75 1]); 

     
    pause(.5); 
    commandwindow; 

     
elseif strcmp(reply, 'n') 
    %% Draw Line Segment with cursor 

     
    L = input('Enter the line length (in pixels): '); % Define length 

of line for ROI 
    Xnew = ((2*top_point-2*slope*b)+sqrt((2*slope*b-2*top_point)^2 - 

4*(slope^2+1)*(b^2 + top_point^2 - L^2)))/(2*(slope^2+1)); % 

Constrained coordinate based on line length from user input 
    Ynew = slope*Xnew + b; % Constrained coordinate based on line 

length from user input 

     
    h = imline(gca, [top_point, Xnew], [0, Ynew]); % Plots adjustable 

line along LE slope, with length defined by user 
    SCposition = wait(h); % Wait until double-click on blue, adjustable 

line 

     
    X1 = SCposition(1,1); 
    Y1 = SCposition(1,2); 
    X2 = SCposition(2,1); 
    Y2 = SCposition(2,2); 

     
    offset = (Y1 - b)/slope - X1; % Determines downstream offset from 

first coordinate 

     
    text(X1, Y1-20, strcat('[', num2str(round(X1)), ',', 

num2str(round(Y1)), ']'), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'Left', 'FontWeight', 

'Bold', 'BackgroundColor', [0 .75 1]); 
    text(X2, Y2-20, strcat('[', num2str(round(X2)), ',', 

num2str(round(Y2)), ']'), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'Left', 'FontWeight', 

'Bold', 'BackgroundColor', [0 .75 1]); 

     
    pause(.5); 
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    commandwindow; 

     
end 
%% 

  
numlines = input('Please specify how many lines you would like to 

analyze (2,3,4...): '); 
fprintf('\n'); 

  
for j = 1:numlines 
    % Image data 

     
    [X, Y, C] = improfile(Img, [X1+1-j, X2+1-j], [Y1, Y2]); 

     
    R = C(:,:,1); 
    G = C(:,:,2); 
    B = C(:,:,3); 

     
    dataintensity(:,j) = ((R.^2 + G.^2 + B.^2)./3).^0.5;  % Grayscale 

Values 
    datapixel(:,j) = ((X-X1).^2 + (Y-Y1).^2).^0.5;  % Pixel location on 

line 

     
    %% Increment Counter 

  
    if j == 1 
        fprintf('Increments: %d',j); 
    elseif j < 11 
        fprintf('\b'); 
        fprintf('%d',j); 
    elseif 101 > j && j >= 11 
        fprintf('\b\b'); 
        fprintf('%d',j); 
    elseif 1001 > j && j >= 101 
        fprintf('\b\b\b'); 
        fprintf('%d',j); 
    elseif j >= 1001 
        fprintf('\b\b\b\b'); 
        fprintf('%d',j); 
    end 

     
    %% Data Analysis 

     
    datamm(:,j) = datapixel(:,j)*scale; 
    dataintensity(:,j) = dataintensity(:,j) - mean(dataintensity(:,j)); 

     
    pixellength(j) = length(dataintensity(:,j)); 
    [Pxx(:,j),f(:,j)] = pwelch(dataintensity(:,j), 

hanning(pixellength(j)), pixellength(j)./2, pixellength(j), 1./scale); 

     
    Pxx(:,j) = Pxx(:,j)./cosd(35);  % Swept Angle 
    f(:,j) = f(:,j).*cosd(35); 
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    for i = 1:size(Pxx, 1)   
%        if Pxx(i,j) < 10  % Trimming off low PSD noise 
%            Pxx(i,j) = 0; 
%        end 
        if 1/f(i,j) > 10  % Trimming off large wavelength data 
            Pxx(i,j) = 0; 
        end 
    end 

         
    Pxx(:,j) = 100.*Pxx(:,j)./max(Pxx(:,j));  % Normalize line segment 

0 -> 100 
end 

  
for i = 1:size(Pxx,1) 
   Pxx_hist(i) =  100.*sum(Pxx(i,:))./sum(Pxx(:));  % PDF normalizing 
end 

  
%% Graphs 

  
step = zeros(size(Pxx,1), numlines); 

  
for j=1:numlines 
    step(:,j) = j;  % Evenly spaces downstream axis on 3D plots 
    ratio(j) = -1.283e-05*(j*scale2)^2 + 1.657e-03*(j*scale2) + 0.9047;  

%use modified quadratic fit (12/20/13) to determine ratio for image 

distortion correction from target image 771 (See 'Image 

Distortion.xlsx') 
    Xnorm(j) = j*scale2/ratio(j);  % undistorted x-coord in direction 

normal to the swept wing LE 
end 

  
figure(1);  % Image plot with line segments 
%axis([X1-numlines-200 X2+200 Y1-200 Y2+200]); 
hold on 
plot([X1, X2], [Y1, Y2], 'r', 'LineWidth', 2); 
plot([X1-numlines, X2-numlines], [Y1, Y2], 'r', 'LineWidth', 2); 
plot([X1, X1-numlines], [Y1, Y1], 'r', 'LineWidth', 2); 
plot([X2, X2-numlines], [Y2, Y2], 'r', 'LineWidth', 2); 

  
%{ 
figure(2);  % Surface plot of fluorene grayscale data being analyzed 
set(gcf, 'Position', [250 250 500 300]); 
surf((((1:numlines)-1)+offset)*scale2, datapixel(:,1)*scale2, 

dataintensity); 
shading interp; 
hold on 
axis tight; 
view([-180 80]); 
xlabel('Downstream Distance [mm]') 
ylabel('Segment Length [mm]'); 
zlabel('Grayscale Fluctuation'); 
%} 

  
figure(4);  % Waterfall plot of PSD 
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set(gcf, 'Position', [100 100 800 500]); 
surf(1./f(:,1), Xnorm(1:numlines)+offset*scale2, transpose(Pxx)); 
shading interp; 
%axis tight; 
grid on; 
xlim([.09 10]); 
ylim([-0.2 55]); 
view([0 90]); 
set(gca, 'xscale', 'log', 'YTick', 0:5:55, 'LineWidth', 1.0, 

'TickLength', [0.02; 0.05]); 
xlabel('Wavelength, $\lambda$, mm','Interpreter','latex'); 
ylabel('Normal Distance, mm','Interpreter','latex'); 
zlabel('Power Spectral Density','Interpreter','latex'); 

  
figure(5);  % Normalized PSD 
set(gcf, 'Position', [100 100 800 500]); 
semilogx(1./f(:,1), Pxx_hist, 'LineWidth', 2); 
set(gca, 'LineWidth', 1.0, 'TickLength', [0.02; 0.05]); 
axis tight; 
grid on; 
xlim([.09 10]); 
% ylim([0 6]); 
xlabel('Wavelength, $\lambda$, mm','Interpreter','latex'); 
ylabel('Relative Amplitude, percent','Interpreter','latex'); 

  
fprintf('\n'); 
toc; 
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